Abstract-In this paper, we present a method for detecting antitank or anti-personnel landmines buried in the ground. A set of data generated by a ground penetrating radar is processed to remove the surface reflection and clutter, yielding signals for possible landmines. In order to detect landmines in the signals, features are computed and compared against a database, which contains those of various landmines. Three features are proposed to use; principal components from principal component analysis, Fourier coefficients and singular values from singular value decomposition method, each of which is chosen to represent each landmine uniquely. Detection is performed using Mahalanobis distance-based method. Examples show that the proposed method can effectively detect landmines in various burial condition.
INTRODUCTION
Search and removal of landmines is a serious problem faced by many countries. Annually more than 20,000 people all over the world are getting injured or losing their lives because of landmine accidents. However, the victims are not only restricted to soldiers. Recent heavy rain with floods and landslides may move landmines to civilian areas, threatening civilians' safety [1, 2] . Therefore, safe and efficient removal of landmines is critical.
Removal of landmines requires detection, which can be done in various ways [1, 3] , and a method to detect without digging the ground is preferable for a safety reason. Metal detectors can be used for this purpose [3] [4] [5] . However, many landmines are made of plastic or may have low metal content, which limits the effectiveness of the method in practice. To handle such landmines a ground based X-band scatterometer [6] can be considered. Or radar is another option.
Radar has been successfully employed for detection of various entities such as breast cancers [7] [8] [9] , hidden objects or humans [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , moving targets [20] [21] [22] and their speed [23, 24] and speech acquisition [25] . Among various types of radars developed so far, ground penetrating radars (GPRs) have attracted many researchers attention. GPRs have been used for various applications such as [26, 27] and [28] , to name a few.
In particular, they are frequently selected for landmine detection [2, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . In addition, an attempt to use a metal detector and a GPR together in the landmine detection has been made [34] .
In this paper, detection of a landmine using GPR only is a primary focus. Landmine detection consists of three steps: reduction of clutter, feature extraction and decision. When a GPR signal is obtained, clutter, such as noise in the signal and reflections from the ground and other objects, needs to be removed to obtain part of the signal for feature extraction step [30, [35] [36] [37] .
Features corresponding to a landmine are extracted from the signal with reduced clutter. Various types of features are proposed in order to obtain features unique to a landmine. Features can be extracted in either time or frequency domain [29, 32, 33, 38] . Once features of a landmine are available, they are compared with those in a database containing landmine features and the associated information of various landmines and burial conditions. It is unlikely to have the perfect match against the features in the database due to uncertainty involved in the GPR signal. Therefore, a systematic decision algorithm needs to be employed. For a robust decision, methods such as hidden Markov models [32, 39] , Mahalanobis distance [33] and Support Vector Machine [40] are studied. Wilson et al. [41] review four algorithms for landmine detection and discrimination using GPR: hidden Markov model (HMM) algorithm, geometric feature FOWA ROCA algorithm, spectral confidence feature algorithm and edge histogram discrimination algorithm. Their evaluation shows that among the four methods HMM and edge histogram discrimination algorithms provide the superior overall performance. They also note that fusion of more than two different algorithms could enhance the performance. In relation to this comment, use of multiple features for landmine detection is addressed in [33, 42] .
In this paper, a novel landmine detection algorithm is proposed. Using devices currently employed in practice, any object in the ground could be detected. The false alarm rate using the existing methods, however, still remains high, which is as problematic as a low detection rate in the landmine removal. Therefore, the goal of this work is to lower the false alarm rate by identifying an object in the signal to be a landmine or not using the proposed method. A new approach for isolating landmine signals is presented for robust feature extraction. Moreover, use of multiple features including singular values from singular value decomposition, Fourier coefficients and principal components from principal component analysis are proposed to enhance differentiability of landmines in order to improve the detection rate. The overall landmine detection process is given as follows. The GPR data is processed to eliminate clutter in the signal, yielding signals containing a possible landmine. From the signal, features based on the three methods are extracted, which are then compared with those in the database for detection and identification. For decision, Mahalanobis distance based method is employed for features in multidimensional space.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, preprocessing steps for eliminating the ground effects and clutter are presented. In Section 3, the three feature extraction methods are proposed along with the decision scheme using Mahalanobis distance based approach in Section 4. The proposed methods are tested with examples in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper with suggestions and future work.
PRE-PROCESSING

GPR Data
A GPR scans the ground and generates data, which contain influences from the target object as well as the ground of various conditions and other obstacles. One example of GPR data is given in Fig. 1 . The x-axis is the width (mm) of the scanning area, the y-axis is the depth (mm) of the ground and the z-axis is the signal strength in voltage.
The GPR system used in this work is Minehound VMR2 from COBHAM, which is configured as shown in Fig. 2 . The antenna is designed to move horizontally covering the area while maintaining a certain distance from the ground surface.
Extraction of Landmine Signals
The GPR data (D) is assumed to consist of three different components: reflection from the ground (G), reflection from a buried landmine (L) and clutter (N), which are linearly combined [43] . Therefore, in order to obtain landmine signals, the signals G and N should be eliminated. 
Therefore,
In this computation, R remains to be nonzero since ∆G and ∆N hardly become zero in general. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where Figs. 3(a), (b) and (c) are the input signal, the signal without a landmine and the signal after subtraction. The residue signal R in Fig. 3 (c) needs to be minimized in order to obtain L for the downstream processes, which is performed in the second subtraction step. In this step, the result of the first subtraction step, (i.e., Fig. 3 (c)), is used as input. The data at each x are squared, and the sum of the squared values is computed. Among the summation values, the signal corresponding to the smallest one is selected, which is then subtracted from the signals at all x. These two subtraction steps yield a signal L u = L + R u , where R u is a residue survived the two subtraction steps. Once L u is available, Kalman filter method is employed in the y direction. The residue R u is treated as clutter, which can be eliminated by the filter with minimally changing the landmine signal. The signal L ui at each x i is regarded as a function of time. Namely, the y axis is the time axis. Under this assumption, Kalman filter can be employed to reduce R ui to yield L.
Kalman Filter
Kalman filter is one of the most frequently used methods for signal processing in various applications and in many cases, it is used for such as removing noise or clutter [44, 45] and tracking [46] [47] [48] . Kalman filter is effective in removing noise or clutter in the GPR signal, which can be modeled as Gaussian noise. It is considered as a predictor-corrector scheme, which predicts states using data in the previous time, and corrects the prediction based on measurement at the current time. The process and measurement noise models are assumed to have normal probability distribution. The residue in the signal can be effectively reduced using this approach. Fig. 4 shows the result of the ground and clutter reduction. As shown in the figure, the ground component is efficiently eliminated without disturbing the landmine part compared with the input raw data.
The extracted signal L is then normalized to linearly scale the signal to the range of −100 to 100. Through this normalization, various factors affecting signal strength such as the ground materials, moisture levels and the height of the GPR, can be eliminated to make the feature extraction more reliable.
FEATURE EXTRACTION
The extracted signal L is processed for feature extraction. In this section, three different methods are presented, producing three features for one landmine: Principal Component Analysis, Singular Value Decomposition and Fourier transform. The first two methods use data in the spatial domain, whereas the last one is based on data in the frequency domain. Therefore, combining the three methods would provide a way to extract features with enhanced differentiability for detection compared to using a less number of methods such as [42] , where PCA and FE are considered. Using each feature for one axis, 3D space, called the feature space, is defined, in which a landmine is mapped to one point.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA extracts patterns of a scattered data set in K-dimension. The patterns are captured in the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a K × K covariance matrix. A pair of an eigenvector and an eigenvalue shows how strong a pattern the data point contains in the eigenvector direction. Therefore, it can be used as a unique feature of each landmine. PCA has been used for a wide spectrum of applications such as [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . In this work, it is used for landmine identification. In order to apply this method, the extracted signal is projected onto the x-z plane as shown in Fig. 5 . Then, the eigenvector along with its eigenvalue close to the z direction is chosen as a feature since this eigenvalue shows better differentiability than the eigenvalue in the other direction.
Singular Values Decomposition (SVD)
As a second feature, singular values obtained from the singular value decomposition method are considered. They are used for analyzing data such as images by representing them based on characteristic values. The signal L is represented by a matrix of intensity of a signal at each position. In order to improve the differentiability of singular values, a method, called the window scanning, is proposed. Consider a signal L as shown in Fig. 6 . A window restricting the domain of interest, which is illustrated as a rectangle in the left image of Fig. 6(a) , is applied to L to obtain data focusing on a possible landmine as shown in the right image of Fig. 6 . This process eliminates unnecessary part (a) (b) Figure 6 . Illustration of the window scanning method. The height of the window is determined to be 334 in this example.
outside the window, leaving data concentrating on a possible landmine. The size of the window is automatically determined to be large enough to contain the signal of a landmine having the largest reflection. The window is placed in such a way that the centerline of the window matches the position of the maximum signal strength.
The data inside the window is provided for SVD. Once singular values are computed, the largest one is chosen as a feature of the landmine in the data because the largest singular value is robust with respect to small perturbation to the input signal.
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
As a third feature, a Fourier coefficient at a certain frequency is considered. Unlike the previous two methods, which are based on data in the spatial domain, this approach represents the data in the frequency domain, which would capture different aspects of the input signal. Since the input signal is given in discrete form, a discrete version of Fourier transform is used. Fourier transform is a fundamental mathematical tool for signal processing and matching and finds an enormous amount of applications such as radar data processing [54] , polynomial construction [55] , design of devices [56] , target recognition [57] and landmine detection [58] , to name a few.
In order to apply DFT, a row of signal corresponding to the largest strength as illustrated in Fig. 7 is selected as input to DFT. Fig. 8 shows an example of DFT for three different landmines. The frequency range of the radar used in this work is from 60 MHz to 8.06 GHz. Therefore, the frequency components in that range are dominant in the frequency domain.
In order to use the Fourier coefficients as features, frequencies at which the corresponding coefficients do not overlap are chosen as features. In this work, the frequencies of 0.39 GHz, 0.47 GHz and 0.55 GHz are considered depending on the ground condition after investigating the DFT results for all the landmines and the ground conditions.
DECISION ALGORITHM
Once features are extracted from input signals, they are compared with those in the database in order to determine whether input features correspond to a certain landmine and if so what type the landmine is. For this purpose, a database is constructed to contain features and information for various landmines, burial depths and burial conditions. Then, by finding the features similar to input, the most probable landmine is retrieved. In general, it is almost impossible to have the perfect match of features due to clutter and disturbances in the signal. Therefore, a systematic method to search the best one should be considered in order to improve the detection performance.
In this work, Mahalanobis distance concept is employed for decision. Features of a landmine correspond to one point in the feature space, whose x, y and z axes are the second eigenvalues, the DFT coefficients and the singular values given in terms of energy, respectively. The database can be visualized as clustered points in the feature space as is shown in Fig. 9 .
An input signal will be mapped to a point in the feature space. The closest group to the input point in the statistical sense would be chosen as the target landmine. Mahalanobis distance method finds the closest cluster to the input point. It considers the relation between the standard deviation and the input data, which is used to determine the similarity of the input cluster to the existing set of clusters. Since the data patterns in each cluster are considered, Mahalanobis distance concept is different from Euclidean distance method.
A Mahalanobis distance, M max , is determined from a series of experiments, which indicates the maximum Mahalanobis distance giving the correct landmine identification. This means that an object with Mahalanobis distance less than or equal to M max is determined to be a landmine. Therefore, a database needs to be constructed to contain information on as many landmines as possible in order to maintain the high detection rate. 
EXPERIMENTS
In this work, three landmines: KM15, KM16 and KM19 as shown in Fig. 10 are used to test the proposed detection method. The specification of each landmine is summarized in Table 1 .
The setup for this experiment is given in Fig. 2 . Three ground materials, sand, gravel and soil, are used with three different moisture levels, wet, moderate and dry. Landmines are buried in the ground at 0 cm through 30 cm with 5 cm interval. The radar is positioned at the height of 6 cm from the ground surface. The robot arm moves horizontally generating 153 × 253 data points. Figures 9, 11 and 12 show features of the landmines buried in the sand with dry, moderate and wet moisture levels. It is observed that each landmine of the same type buried at different depths (from 0 cm to 30 cm) forms clusters in the feature space for each moisture level. These figures are shown separately for an illustration purpose. In the database used by the proposed method, one feature space is constructed containing features for all the landmines buried in all the ground conditions. The feature space is then used for identification and classification. Figure 11 . A feature plot for the sand with moderate moisture level. In order to simulate the field signals, random Gaussian noise of 1% to 30% is added to the input. Then features are computed using the proposed method. These cases are tested with the database in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. For comparison, Euclidean distance decision method is considered. This method finds the closest group to the input in terms of Euclidean distance in the feature space and retrieves corresponding landmine information. Table 2 summarizes the results of detection for various cases. Here, EUD and MAD indicate Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance methods, respectively. It is noticed that as the noise level grows, the detection rate decreases. However, Mahalanobis distance detection method works much superior to Euclidean distance method. In particular at a high noise level, the rate is mostly over 50%, which demonstrates that Mahalanobis distance method is robust with respect to noise.
Compared with the method in [42, 58] , which uses two features for identification, it is found that the proposed method outperforms the previous one in most cases. Especially, the performance gap grows as the level of noise is increased. For example, the success identification rate of the proposed method with 30% noise is 61.90% as opposed to 27.78% of the previous one for the sand ground condition. Such improvements of the rate of success have been achieved by using the enhanced clutter reduction methods and using more features in the decision step.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel method for landmine detection is presented. The procedure consists of data preprocessing, feature extraction and detection. Data are obtained by using a GPR. They are then processed in order to reduce unnecessary signals in order to isolate signals for landmines. Three features based on SVD, DFT and PCA, are extracted to each signal for landmine detection, which is performed by using Mahalanobis distance method. The proposed procedure is tested with three different landmines and various ground conditions.
In this work, three features are proposed for landmine signatures. Two of them, SVD and PCA, are based on data in the time domain, whereas DFT captures features in the frequency domain. Using multiple features is advantageous in the landmine detection since features extracted by using different methods may reflect different aspects of the signal, which can be more tolerant against certain disturbances than the others. This property can improve the differentiability between landmines in various burial conditions and enhance the robustness of the detection process.
For decision, Mahalanobis distance method is used in the work. The method is selected over an HMM based algorithm since it is simple to implement and applied to the proposed framework in a straightforward manner, and the features extracted in the process may not be rigorously treated independent in the probabilistic sense, which is not a suitable condition for the HMM based method. Even though such aspects are considered, however, an HMM based algorithm is worth to try in the proposed framework.
The validation has been performed under the experimental conditions. With artificial disturbances added to the signal in order to simulate the real environment, the proposed procedure could identify correct landmines in most cases. However, it needs to be tested under the real field conditions for thorough evaluation. Some components used in the method need to be adjusted and verified in order for the proposed method to be used for live ammunition. Moreover, if the ground has a rough surface such as in the real field, or if part of a landmine is embedded in a rough surface, a reflection pattern from the ground, which is significantly different from that considered in this work, would be obtained. For this case, methods such as [59] and [60] needs to be taken into account in the proposed method. It is expected that if the proposed method is evaluated and refined through extensive tests with various landmines and ground conditions, the false alarm rate could be further reduced.
The thorough validation as well as application of an HMM based algorithm, are recommended for future work. 
